
Cows Bred to SAV Brilliance 8077 AAA 16107774  
w Sexed Semen for Heifer calf 

AI’ed Dec 18, 2018 by John M. of ABS, confirmed pregnant by Mark B of Hopkins Co Vet. 
Due Sept/Oct.   PE to GAR Absolute “A king of Calving Ease” with a top 15% $B 

 
Lesikar Blackcap Y212/131 Reg: AAA +17169433      
CAB Certified, Top 15% $F, 20% $B, 20% RE, 30% $G and more… 
With these 7 Great Angus Pathfinders in her 3 generation pedigree this is going to be a great calf.  
Let’s start with some very well-known sires; Sitz Traveler 8180, S A V 8180 Traveler 004, Rito 616 of 4B20 
6807, DHD Traveler 6807 & GAR Precision 1680 and that begins one stunning foundation to build from.  
Now add in “The Ladies” that help create some of the above sires; Twin Eagles Blackcap 418P,  
P A B Blackcap 920, A Plus Blackcap 8102, Boyd Forever Lady 8003, S A V Abigale 0451, S A V Abigale 6062,  
Rita 4B20 of 0FB1 Bando and we have established a true “corner stone” to build on.  
Now we are going to add in “one great calf maker” SAV Brilliance 8077, these calves have the “Look” that 
every Angus cattleman knows and wants from a distance.  
8077 provides power, muscle shape and style; his progeny are ultra-competitive in both the show and sale 
rings.  
Strong maternal data, a proven cow family and pleasing maternal design have earned 8077 a cow maker 
reputation and we have used Sexcel sexed female semen on this breeding.  
8077’s multi-segment appeal has made him one of the most popular bulls in the industry.  
High accuracy and double digit Calving Ease have driven a repeat commercial demand for his heifers.  
 
 
Lesikar Erica E330/147  Reg: AAA 18755770 
Lets start off with the “Big Boys”; DHD Traveler 6807, OCC Emblazon 854E and Bon View New Design 878 
these are your leadoff hitters on this breeding to be followed up by SAV Brilliance 8077 and I believe they call 
that a Grand Slam! 
Next up to the plate is A Plus Blackcap 0037, GAR 6148 Emulation 829 and LAR Erica M86 to get the bases 
loaded for this for this AI Breeding to SAV Brilliance 8077.  
I have described 8077 above with his known strengths, what I can’t describe is what his calves bring to the 
pasture. Bam! Bam! and Lighting! His calves are striking in appearance, structure and color (black, black and 
more black).   Talk about a presences in the pasture & sale ring but a true knock-out in the Show Ring.  
 
F.A.T. Cattle pricing is simple I have $2500 each in the cows and I believe these 2 breeding’s are going to 
produce calves that will have some serious value, but I am only asking $2000 each for a total of $9000. 
Offers are welcome. You can come look at 8077 calves from the spring calving group to see what I am 
talking about. 

 


